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need for speed: hot pursuit is rated "m" (mature) by the esrb, for blood and
gore, strong language, sexual themes, violence, strong language, strong
sexual content, and use of alcohol. it is also compatible with the xbox one and
xbox 360 games and systems. purchase includes: software - 21 gb of free
storage - to install the game, digital content and automatic updates. in-game -
access to the game hub and the autoplay videos . in-game, players can access
more content and features . in addition, players will be able to utilize four
different game modes to choose from: career, chase, instant action and
multiplayer. live an endless racing experience. see and feel every detail from
the blurred lines of the surroundings of seacrest county. achieve your racing
dreams and leave everyone behind. become the next nascar champion, the
next indy 500, or go for the fastest lap of your life. up for a challenge?
experience every moment of the action as a cop, or go it alone in a pursuit.
embark on a thrilling single player, or team up and take on opponents and
their friends in a free for all multiplayer mode. race other cars, police cars and
nfs hot pursuit cars from around the world. and customize the look of your own
vehicle using over 1,300 customizable parts. need for speed: hot pursuit
features the most authentic street racing experience on a console. take the
wheel of over 30 of the worlds most beautiful and powerful vehicles and
experience a whole new racing universe with the most realistic and immersive
physics in the history of the series. youll also be able to unlock cars and
upgrade your ride to become the ultimate racer. so, get behind the wheel and
give it your all. youll also be able to compete with your friends online and in
real time, as well as earn and use rewards. use autolog to play the game how
you want and keep track of your friends activities. so, get into the game and
give it your all.
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the awesome selection of hot pursuit cars is what will keep you hooked. each
one features its own car history and paint style, as well as unique upgrading

options to make your car even faster and more dangerous than the next. with
seven dynamic customization options and a robust upgrade path, need for
speed hot pursuit also lets players tailor the car of their dreams to fit their

style of driving. need for speed hot pursuit features 40 of the hottest cars from
the world's most extreme performance brands, including the bmw m2 cs,
honda s2000, pagani zonda r, and the ferrari fxx k. each of these cars has

been constructed to deliver a true driving experience, delivering the ultimate
challenge for any hot pursuit driver. take down cops and live to tell the story
with need for speed hot pursuit. players have always had to take their police
encounters with a grain of salt, but with need for speed hot pursuit, you can
roll through the law with all the finesse of an undercover cop. need for speed
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hot pursuit features more than 45 different police intercept challenges
including: rushing crossings, flash backs, triple blow-ups, and much more. as

you escape from police at full throttle, your performance metrics will be
tweaked as you strive to stay one step ahead of them. the need for speed hot
pursuit experience will constantly evolve as you complete these challenges,
and you may find that your hot pursuit career begins and ends in completely
different places. get behind the wheel of the world's hottest cars, and take on

dynamic police challenges. need for speed hot pursuit takes you on a high-
speed adrenaline rush with up to 25 other racers online or locally, and takes
you through an interactive tale of escape and pursuit in the new open-world

burnout paradise. 5ec8ef588b
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